LATIN

at The University of Michigan

ANNOUNCES its first Latin-immersion weekend:

BIDVVM LATINVM MICHIGANIENSE

Led by ANNULA, aka Nancy Llewellyn

March 23–24

THE OBJECTIVE: to provide a user-friendly environment for active Latin-learning and conversation, an environment that aims to accommodate the interests and experiences of a diverse group of Latinists, including:

• students at the second college year level or above (students in 102 who are “super-interested” in spoken Latin should contact Gina Soter (soter@umich.edu)
• teachers at whatever level—actual or wanna-be
• “armchair Latinists”—anyone interested for whatever reason

Those more experienced with speaking Latin will enjoy a sort of “fix” for their addiction and will develop skills. Those new to spoken Latin will get a taste and perhaps feel emboldened to attend one of the week-long workshops offered in the summer. Teachers WILL get ideas that they can use in the classroom on the following Monday morning.

OUR FEARLESS LEADER: Nancy Llewellyn, is an Associate Professor of Latin at Wyoming Catholic College. She holds a Ph.D. from UCLA, an M.A. from the Pontifical Salesian University in Rome, where she also studied at the Gregorian University with Reginald Foster (the Pope’s Latinist), and a B.A. from Bryn Mawr College. Since 1998, she has led numerous workshops on spoken Latin for hundreds of students, teachers and interested lovers of Latin in California, Michigan, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and Virginia.

OUR ITINERARIVM: Our theme is “Life in the Roman World” and part of activities will include a visit to the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology. Readings and exercises alike will reinforce this theme.

COSTS:

• $125 for the gainfully employed
• $75 for students and retired persons
• we have limited funds to cover costs for students. Interested students should contact ASAP Gina Soter (soter@umich.edu).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO APPLY, CONTACT GINA SOTER (soter@umich.edu).